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WELCOME
TO THE

GLOBAL LEADERSHIP
SUMMIT
Next Gen
The GLS Next Gen is a dynamic leadership conference. Featuring a
combination of live elements along with pre-recorded
world-class speaker content full of fresh and practical leadership
insights.
Speakers share from their personal experience and some sessions
may include faith-based content.

YOUR LEADERSHIP
JOURNEY TO
TRANSFORMATION
“The vision must be followed by the venture. It is not enough to
stare up the steps - we must step up the stairs.”

During the GLS Next Gen, there will be times set aside for you to
reflect on what you’re learning and create action steps.
Don’t miss the opportunity to take those first brave steps to live an
inspired life, increase your leadership capacity and enhance your
influence.

GLS NEXT GEN
SPEAKERS
Michelle Poler

Author, International Speaker, Influencer

Rich Wilkerson Jr

Co-Founder and Lead Pastor, Vous Church;
Author

Shola Richards

Founder & CEO, Go Together Global;
Workplace Civility Expert; Best-Selling
Author

Dave & Hayley Saxby

Experts in the field of International
Development and the prevention of
Human Trafficking, South East Asia.

Craig Groeschel

Founder & Senior Pastor, Life.Church;
Best-Selling Author; Champion of the GLS

Sarah McCutcheon

Author; International Speaker; Influencer

Guest faculty members are invited to participate in this event based on proven abilities in
their field of expertise. Their beliefs may not necessarily reflect those of Global Leadership
Network, and their presence at the Summit does not imply endorsement of their views or
affiliations.

BOOKS AND
RESOURCES

Michelle Poler

Craig Groeschel

Rich Wilkerson, Jr.

Shola Richards

D. A. Saxby

Sarah McCutcheon

MICHELLE
POLER

Author; International Speaker; Influencer
When Michelle Poler started a project to overcome
her own personal fears, she didn’t expect to go
viral – 100 Days Without Fear caught the attention
of the Today Show, Forbes, CBS and Huffington
Post. Today, Poler has founded Hello Fears, a social
movement reaching more than 70 Million people
worldwide. She has also authored Hello Fears: Crush
Your Comfort Zone and Become Who You’re Meant
TO Be.

PERSONAL REFLECTION
“We all have comfort zones; we live there most of the time! You can say that you’re
comfortable but can you say you’re genuinely happy?”
Think about the statement above and rate yourself on the scales below.
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I am comfortable					

I am facing my fears
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I am checking the boxes for other people		

I am checking off my own list
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I am living						
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I am living my life to the full

What would you say are your biggest fears?

Write down (or choose from the list below) one idea that could help you address your comfort zone and move
closer to facing your fears, checking off your own lists and living your life to the full.
Try something new or different
Think about what I really want and tell a close friend / family member
Challenge myself to face a fear

MICHELLE POLLER

“

“We are called to live
authentic lives. Our job is
not to shape ourselves to
who we think we ought to
be but to become who we
truly are.”

DISCUSSION

“What if we chose to see the best that can happen in our lives, instead of looking for the worst? What if
instead of seeing fear as an obstacle, we saw it as an opportunity?”
Read the statement above. What do you think would happen to a person if they always chose to believe the best
and see fear as an opportunity, instead of an obstacle?
Do you think the world would look different?
The enemy of success is not failure, it’s comfort. It keeps us from innovating.

NEXT STEPS
What is the best that can happen?
We challenge you this week to face one fear! Write your fear below and the way you’re going to face it:
My Fear: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________
I will face it by: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________

YOUR NOTES

THE BIG IDEA!
What is ONE key takeaway or idea you can implement from this leader?

RICH
WILKERSON JR
Co-Founder, VOUS Leadership Conference;
Lead Pastor, VOUS Church; Author
Rich Wilkerson, Jr. is a dynamic communicator
and author with a passion to encourage and
inspire young adults. Through his leadership as a
lead pastor at VOUS Church, they have become
known as a catalyst for faith, creativity and diversity.

PERSONAL REFLECTION
“Who you are today is not as important as who you are becoming tomorrow.”
Accountability creates positive relationships and helps you to become a better person.
Being open with the right people, transparent about weakness, struggles, pain and
insecurities can bring strength and healing into your life.
BUT. . . It is your responsibility to seek out accountability.
Who are you accountable to?
Do you have a mentor, coach or family member who sees the best and the worst of you?
If you were struggling, could you be completely upfront and honest with them?
Write down the names of two people who you are accountable to.
1.
2.
If you currently don’t have anyone like this in your life, write down the names of two
people you will ask to take that role in your life.
1.

“
2.

“If you’re not failing
somewhere, you’re probably
not succeeding.”

RICH WILKERSON JR

DISCUSSION
“Falling and failing can be a humbling moment, but it doesn’t have to define you. Live
with the thought pattern that it’s ok to fail, just fail forward!”
Discuss in your small group these questions:
Why do you think people try to avoid failure?
What does it mean to Fail Forward? Talk about some examples of failing forwards.
How could embracing the idea of failing forward change the way you live your life
and improve you as a leader?

“

“We see people in snapshots. It can be
easy to see the highlights and success of
someone else’s life and judge your own
reality harshly. . . but any great success
comes by growth through failure.”

NEXT STEPS

“If you don’t quit – you win! It’s not about who goes the hardest, it’s about who goes the longest. Play the
long game in your leadership.”
Invest into the long game of your leadership, be brave and seek out those who you can be accountable to.
Finish this sentence, and do it!
Today, at ___________ O’clock, I will contact _______________________________ and ask them to catch up for an
accountability chat.

YOUR NOTES

THE BIG IDEA!
What is ONE key takeaway or idea you can implement from this leader?

SHOLA
RICHARDS
Founder & CEO, Go Together Global;

Workplace Civility Expert; Best-Selling Author
Shola Richards is a best-selling author and workplace
civility expert whose work has been featured on the
Today Show, CBS, Forbes and Black Enterprise among
many others. Richards is a best-selling author whose
research around true kindness and civility is featured
in his books, Making Work Work and Go Together.

PERSONAL REFLECTION
“Who am I to start a movement, think I can change the world, or help someone
struggling? If you want someone to follow you because they choose to, not because
they have to, it’s the realisation that no one is too small to make a difference.”
How would you describe yourself?
I don’t care right now, I’m too young to make a real difference.
Not sure, I haven’t thought about it until now.
I think I have influence and I do my best to pay it forward.
I’m 100% in. I know I have influence; I am making a difference and I want my life to
count for something good.

Learning to be a great leader means making good decisions for yourself now, that build
up to be great habits over time.

What habits could you start now, that help you to build civility in your life. Choose
one habit that you could implement into your life today.

When someone else is talking to me, I will listen to them. I will stay focussed and not zone out.
When I’m in a conversation with others, I won’t use my phone. The person in front of me comes first.
If I disagree with someone or feel angry, I won’t yell back or say harsh words. I’ll watch the tone of my voice and
think about what I choose to say.
I will show kindness to everyone, even if I don’t know them, like them or agree with their values.
I will stand up for what I believe to be truth but will always respect other people’s opinions and beliefs. I will show
a willingness to learn.

DISCUSSION
“If you ever think you’re too small to make a difference, try to fall asleep with a mosquito in the room.”
Discuss in your small group this question: what does the mosquito statement above mean to you?

SHOLA RICHARDS

Pick one of these scenarios and workshop practical ideas for what it could look like to
‘be the mosquito’ in that situation:
1. You constantly see rubbish / litter scattered around on the street. For whatever reason, people leave it
behind or don’t put it in the bin.
2. You’re aware Global Warming is an issue in the world today and want to make a difference.
3. The culture of the place where you go to school or work is negative. People constantly gossip or talk
about each other, they’re rude and sometimes even cruel.
4. Extreme hunger is something many young people face around the world and you’re passionate about
helping to make poverty history.
5. Cancer is scary, and you know someone who is fighting it to survive. You want to raise awareness and
funds to help find a cure, but it just seems too big.

“

“Even though the mosquito is
small, it knows it can make a
difference far greater than he; go
forth and be the mosquito.”

NEXT STEPS

From the idea you discussed above, why not start being the mosquito and make a small difference today?

YOUR NOTES

THE BIG IDEA!
What is ONE key takeaway or idea you can implement from this leader?

CRAIG
GROESCHEL
Founder & Senior Pastor, Life.Church;

Best-Selling Author; Champion of the GLS
Globally recognized as a leader of leaders, Groeschel
is the founder and senior pastor of Life.Church,
rated the #1 place to work in 2020 for small
and mid-size companies by Glassdoor, and the
innovative creator of the YouVersion Bible App. As
champion of The Global Leadership Summit, he
advocates
to
build
into
leaders
in
every sector of society. He is a New York
Times best-selling author and the host of the
top-ranked Craig Groeschel Leadership Podcast.

PERSONAL REFLECTION
“Leadership is influence. You’re a leader because you have influence and your leadership
matters.”
You have no idea how one conversation, one word of encouragement or one expression
of love could impact someone’s life.
Have you ever thought about your words and actions and how they impact others?
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Never								All the time
“Influence isn’t always instant and it’s not always obvious.”
Write down specific ways (a word of encouragement or an expression of love) that you be
a positive influence this week in your:
Family __________________________________________________________________________________
School __________________________________________________________________________________

“

Friendships _____________________________________________________________________________
Work ____________________________________________________________________________________

“True and lasting influence
starts with people before
platform.”

CRAIG GROESCHEL

“

“Don’t wait for man’s permission
to do God’s will. You are not the
church of the future; you are the
church of today. Your influence
matters today.”

DISCUSSION
Discuss in your small group what the statement above and the statement below means for you as an emerging
leader.

NEXT STEPS
“Influence isn’t always instant and it’s not always obvious.”
Take up the challenge! Say this prayer every morning for a month.
God I pray that you would:
Give me the mind of Christ to think like you. Use my eyes to see the needs of those around me. Let my ears not
hear the lies but the voice of your holy spirit. Let my words be pleasing to you as I encourage others. Transform my
heart to care about what you care about. Use my hands to lift others up and my feet to take the good news to the
world.

YOUR NOTES

THE BIG IDEA!
What is ONE key takeaway or idea you can implement from this leader?

DAVE &
HAYLEY
SAXBY

Author, Advocate and CEO of an
international Not-For-Profit Anti Human
Trafficking organization.
Australian couple, Dave & Hayley Saxby, have
been involved in combating the exploitation
of young women for over a decade. With
backgrounds in education, psychology and
international development, together they have
lived and worked with anti-trafficking projects
throughout Southeast Asia. They’re passionate
about empowering survivors with holistic support
that allows them to build new lives.

PERSONAL REFLECTION
“Human trafficking is an embarrassment to the human race, are we not better than
this?”
Development is an artform. It’s rarely a ‘hero story’ where one person swoops in and
makes everything right. It is a rich and complex story of people walking alongside each
other, sharing life and overcoming life’s challenges together.
That’s why it’s an artform, because people are messy. All of us!
When you hear about human trafficking (people being sold as slaves), how does that
make you feel? (Tick as many boxes that connect with your view.)
I don’t care right now; I’ve got my own stuff going on.
Not sure, I haven’t thought about it until now.
It breaks my heart; I wish I knew what to do!
This scares me. The problem is too big for me to deal with.
I’m so angry! How could people treat each other this way?
Overwhelmed, there’s too many bad things happening in the world.
I can see it’s bad, but it’s not my problem.
Let me help! I want to make a difference now.
Is it really that big of a deal?
“Some things in life are more important than our fears.”
We’re all messy and fear can get in the way. Fear keeps us silent when we could speak up. It can cause us to shrink
back when we should take action.
To move from a place of fear and inaction to action, even with a big issue like Human Trafficking, curiosity is key!

DAVE & HAYLEY SAXBY

DISCUSSION
“We let curiosity become action. We started learning more, reading books, talking to
people, and researching organizations.”
To change the future, we must work on bettering ourselves and each other in the present.
By walking alongside, each other, sharing life and overcoming life’s challenges together.
Human Trafficking is not ‘over there’ - It’s Everywhere! We need to change our hearts to
change the world.

Discuss in your small group what these three elements could look like in your everyday life.
1. Walking alongside someone.
2. Sharing your life with others.
3. Overcoming challenges together.
Talk about what ways you could let curiosity become action to take a step towards making a difference in the
area of modern-day slavery / human trafficking.

NEXT STEPS
“I really believe that true leadership longs to see people shine!”
ACT! Choose one way to stir your curiosity and do it. Your challenge this week is to become curious and discover
more.

YOUR NOTES

THE BIG IDEA!
What is ONE key takeaway or idea you can implement from this leader?

MEET
ANNET
from Uganda

GLOBAL FOOD
PRICES
An update from
Uganda
Since COVID-19, food prices
in Uganda have risen an
average of 21%. At the same
time, the pandemic has
caused the loss of livelihoods
and income.
According to World Vision
research, a food basket of
ten common food items
costs only one hour of work
in Australia and 3.5 days’
work in Uganda.*

A nnet ’s f a mily h asn ’t e ate n i n n ear ly 24 h o u rs. S h e an d her
hu sba nd Jame s sp en d m o st days wo n de rin g w h er e the ir next
m ea l will co me fr om – and w he n it w ill b e .
The f a m ily of 10 ate a smal l amou n t th e da y be fo r e. T he y mostly
d epe nd on the n eig hb our s to su r vive . So m etimes th ey give it to
t hem , so me tim es th ey don ’t. T h ey re a lise the y ca n no t d epend on
ne ighbo ur s th e wh ol e ti me . Ab out a w eek a go , the y sp ent four
day s wit ho u t e a tin g.
An n et ’s h u sba nd wh o u sed to d o man u al lab ou r to ear n a n
in c o me, n ow h as diff icu lty fi ndin g a jo b. Befo re th e C OVI D-19
p an dem ic , the re w as a de mand fo r far m lab ou r , w hich would
e arn h im u p to $3 .8 0 a d ay, en o ugh to buy foo d fo r a few days.

FOOD AFFORDABILITY
World Vision compared the cost of a food basket of 10 items in 31 countries

According to World Vision research, a food
basket of ten common food items costs*
1 hour

of work in Australia

2 days'

work in Lebanon

6 days'

work in Chad

1 day's

work in Cambodia

3 days'

work in the Solomon
Islands

6 days'

work in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo

8 days'

work in South Sudan

1.5 days' work in Kenya

3.5 days' work in Uganda

*The 10 common food items included sweet bananas, rice, wheat flour, raw sugar, corn cobs, cooking oil, a raw chicken,
tomatoes and milk.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN THE LIFE OF
ANNET’S FAMILY AND THEIR FUTURE
World Vision offers a variety of ways that could assist Annet and her family.
As a group choose one that you think best serves the needs of this family.
Justify why your group believes it is the best option.

Cash and voucher assistance to
access local produce and boost
the local market economy

Emergency food assistance to
address the immediate hunger in
families
SAVE THE EARTH

Setting up kitchen gardens to
reduce the cost of food and
increase diversity of nutritious
food within a community

School feeding program, where
every student is educated on
nutrition and goes home with a
portion of maize flour, beans and
salt for the family.

Access to finance through savings
and loans groups, enabling
members to provide better
nutrition and other essentials for
their children.

Restore degraded landscapes
through Farmer Managed Natural
Regeneration to increase food
production and resilience to
extreme climate conditions such
as drought and flood.

A space to write your response

DOING THE
40 HOUR FAMINE
MEANS
you help end hunger
Right now, millions of children are hungry.
Doing nothing is not an option.
When you stand up, speak out and take action,
you can help end hunger for all.
In partnership with the Global Leadership Network
Australia join thousands of young people like you
and make change through the 40 Hour Famine.

Go without something that matters to you for 40 hours
and help raise much-needed awareness and funds for
World Vision’s work to fight hunger around the world.
You can do the 40 Hour Famine as an individual or as part
of your school or community group. The money you raise
will help support hungry children and families in countries
affected by conflict and natural disaster.

The 40 Hour Famine will take place on 26-28 August 2022.
SCAN THE QR CODE
TO FIND OUT HOW
YOU CAN SIGN UP!

HOUR
FAMINE

ABOUT WORLD VISION
We’re here to empower Australians like you to make a difference for a cause you
believe in. We’re a team of 35,000 staff and 3.3 million supporters worldwide delivering
long-lasting changes to communities affected by poverty and injustice.
You’ll find World Vision in the world’s toughest places working to create a brighter
future for vulnerable children.

CRAIG
GROESCHEL
Founder & Senior Pastor, Life.Church;

Best-Selling Author; Champion of the GLS
Globally recognized as a leader of leaders, Groeschel
is the founder and senior pastor of Life.Church,
rated the #1 place to work in 2020 for small
and mid-size companies by Glassdoor, and the
innovative creator of the YouVersion Bible App. As
champion of The Global Leadership Summit, he
advocates
to
build
into
leaders
in
every sector of society. He is a New York
Times best-selling author and the host of the
top-ranked Craig Groeschel Leadership Podcast.

PERSONAL REFLECTION
“Your life is always moving in the direction of your strongest thoughts. Do not be
conformed to the patterns of this world but be changed by the renewing of your mind.”
How would you describe your thought life, rate yourself on the scale below:
1 = Mostly negative
10 = Always positive
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Below are some examples of negative thoughts, tick which one’s you may have
unintentionally created neuropathways to:
I’m not wanted
I don’t like the way I look
I can’t do this
No one likes me
It’s too hard
I’m tired

I’m too busy
I’m stressed out
No one cares about me
My life sucks
My parents make life hard

Write your own if you have different thoughts:

What could be your truth statements?
To create a new neuropathway, the negative thought must be countered with truth. Write in your own words
below, what your truth statements could be. For example:
I’m too busy = I can prioritise what is most important to me...
My life is too hard = I am grateful for these people in my life...
No one likes me = I am fearfully and wonderfully made, I am loved by...

CRAIG GROESCHEL

“

“No great life ever happened by
accident. We don’t drift towards
greatness accidentally. It must
be intentional.”

Write your own truths here:

DISCUSSION
“The key to having the life you want isn’t having more time, it’s having more of what matters.”
Discuss in your small group what the statement above and the statement below means to you and why they are
important for developing leaders.

NEXT STEPS
“Come up with a positive God honouring statement, write it, think it, confess it until you believe it. Create
new neuropathways.”
You have written your own truth statements above. Choose one that you will recite to yourself every day for the
next month.

YOUR NOTES

THE BIG IDEA!
What is ONE key takeaway or idea you can implement from this leader?

SARAH

MCCUTCHEON
Author; International Speaker; Influencer
Sarah McCutcheon is an expert in mobilizing teams
of young people across the globe to impact their
local community for good. A seasoned youth
worker, she has dedicated those decades to
empower and inspire young people towards
courageous living. Sarah has just released her
brand-new book: The Relationship Status, is the
founder of an Aussie fashion label, ‘Straya Shirts’
and serves on the board for Stand Tall Australia.

PERSONAL REFLECTION
“Your calling is way bigger than any job, title or role. Your calling is not defined by your
career. You never retire from your calling. Everybody has a calling, and it is unique to
you! It’s about your personality, your character, your beliefs and values.”
What are some things in your life that you know you take good care of and already
steward well?

Are there areas where you know you could grow in your stewardship?
Below are a few ideas to get you thinking:
Your time
Money
Friendships
Taking care of your belongings
What you feed yourself / put into your body
What you say to yourself (in your mind)

SARAH MCCUTCHEON

“

“Life is not a tightrope, it’s a path to
discovery. Each step, is a step
towards who we are, ways to build
our character and opportunities we
can steward well to build the life we
dream of living.”

You character is formed and revealed through the decisions we make each day. What ways could you intentionally
build your character, so when opportunity comes your way, you’re ready to receive it?
For example: I will always choose to tell the truth, even if the consequence is hard to handle.

NEXT STEPS
“Your calling lives within you and you’re already participating in it. Take every day and steward it well. Make
life an adventure!”

YOUR NOTES

THE BIG IDEA!
What is ONE key takeaway or idea you can implement from this leader?

